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Ordered-Reference Dependent Choice 

Reference dependent preferences naturally lead to violations of structural assumptions like 

expected utility and exponential discounting, even if behavior conforms with these 

assumptions for a fixed reference. We introduce a unified framework under which both 

general rationality (WARP) and domain-specific structural postulates (e.g., Independence 

for risk preference, Stationarity for time preference) are jointly relaxed using a systematic 

reference dependence approach. This allows us to study risk, time, and social preferences 

collectively, where behavioral departures from WARP and structural postulates are 

explained by a common source—changing preferences due to reference dependence. In 

our setting, reference points are given by a linear order that captures the relevance of each 

alternative in affecting preferences. In turn, they determine the domain-specific preference 

parameters for the underlying choice problem (e.g., utility functions for risk, discount 

factors for time). 

 

Avoidable Risk: An Experiment on Context-Dependent Risk Aversion (with Silvio 

Ravaioli) 

Measures and estimates of risk aversion typically rely on the stability of preferences under 

different choice sets. However, empirical evidence on context-dependent choice suggests 

that preferences may be affected by the set of available options. In a laboratory 

experiment, we study how the introduction of a safe or risky option affects risk attitude. 

We find that adding safer options increases displayed risk aversion, and it does so even 

when the added options are not chosen. This finding is robust across participants and 

treatments (e.g., degenerate and non-degenerate safe options). By contrast, we find that 

the addition of risky options does not result in a detectable change in risk attitude. Our 

results are in line with the Avoidable Risk model by Lim (2019). 

 

Consideration Set and WARP Violations in Sequence of Choices 



We study how past choices affect future choices in the framework of attention. Limited 

attention has been proposed as an explanation for the failure of “rationality”, where better 

options are not chosen because the decision maker has failed to consider them. We 

investigate this idea in a setting where (1) the observable is a sequence of choices and (2) 

past choices are necessarily in the consideration set of future choice problems. This 

provides a link between two kinds of rationality violations: those that occur in a cross 

section of one-shot decisions and those that occur within a sequence of realized choices. 

Unlike the former, the frequency of the latter is naturally bounded, and their occurrence 

helps pin down the utility function whenever a standard model of limited attention cannot. 


